Abstract-A pre-computed brain response atlas (pcBRA) may have the potential to accelerate the investigation of the biomechanical mechanisms of traumatic brain injury on a large-scale. In this study, we further enhance the technique and evaluate its performance using six degree-of-freedom angular velocity profiles from dummy head impacts. Using the pcBRA to simplify profiles into acceleration-only shapes, sufficiently accurate strain estimates were obtained for impacts with a major dominating velocity peak. However, they were largely under-estimated when substantial deceleration occurred that reversed the direction of the angular velocity. For these impacts, estimation accuracy was substantially improved with a biphasic profile simplification (average correlation coefficient and linear regression slope of 0.92 ± 0.03 and 0.95 ± 0.07 for biphasic shapes, respectively, vs. 0.80 ± 0.06 and 0.80 ± 0.08 for acceleration-only shapes). Peak maximum principal strain (e p ) and cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) from the estimated strains consistently correlated stronger than kinematic metrics with respect to the baseline e p and CSDM from the directly simulated responses, regardless of the brain region, and by a large margin (e.g., correlation of 0.93 vs. 0.75 compared to Brain Injury Criterion (BrIC) for e p in the whole-brain, and 0.91 vs. 0.47 compared to BrIC for CSDM in the corpus callosum). These findings further support the pre-computation technique for accurate, real-time strain estimation, which could be important to accelerate model-based brain injury studies in the future.
INTRODUCTION
Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) including sports-related concussion is a major public health problem in the world. 10 Reliable diagnosis of concussion is important to mitigate this prevailing neurological disorder. However, current diagnostic practices are challenging because they depend solely on neurological examinations and symptomatic measures. 30 Studies have found a high rate of unreported concussions in high-school football players 34 or premature ''return-tolearn'' after a diagnosed concussion. 9 This places players at an increased risk of cumulative or catastrophic effects from recurrent injury. 34 The heightened public awareness of sports-related concussion, especially in youth, 11, 49 has led to recommendations to immediately address the biomechanical determinants of injury risk and to identify effective concussion diagnostic metrics and biomarkers, among others. 36 Developing a reliable biomechanical injury metric for traumatic brain injury (TBI), including mTBI, is a constant process. Historically, such efforts have been focused on empirical metrics derived from impact kinematics; in part, because they can provide instantaneous feedback on the risk of injury. Numerous kinematic variants have been developed that are either based on linear or rotational accelerations, or their combinations (e.g., the rotational injury criterion (RIC), power rotational head injury criterion (PRHIC), 26 brain injury criterion (BrIC), 40 and rotational velocity change index (RVCI) 42 ). While kinematic metrics offer important insight into the biomechanical basis of TBI, they cannot be directly related to micro-scale injury tolerances. There is general consensus that finite element (FE) models of the human head serve as a unique and important vehicle to transform external head impact kinematics into tissue mechanical responses (e.g., strain and strain rate) thought to cause injury. 27 Commonly used tissue response injury metrics to predict the occurrence of injury include peak maximum principal strain and cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) of the brain. More recently, white matter fiber stretch (i.e., fiber strain) 16, 23, 39, 44, 45 is also being explored as a potential improvement, as it better matches with neuroimaging findings than isotropic maximum principal strain. 23 Indeed, recent studies have shown that tissue response-based metrics outperform kinematics in injury prediction. 16, 18, 26, 32 This has led to the use of model-simulated brain strains to benchmark injury prediction performances of other kinematic metrics. 14, 26, 40 For example, BrIC and RVCI were identified to correlate the best overall among 15 kinematic metrics with directly simulated brain strains in diverse automotive impact conditions. 14 Unfortunately, FE models of the human head require a substantial computational cost to simulate even a single head impact. Although model-estimated, response-based injury metrics are desirable and already exist, 13, 41 they remain infeasible for large-scale, realworld applications (e.g., directly on the sports field). To address the challenge, a pre-computed brain response atlas (pcBRA) was recently established to enable real-time strain estimation. 22 Conceptually, this approach treats a head model as a non-linear mathematical mapping function to enable interpolation of strains based on a large pre-computed ''lookup'' table. The technique simplifies real-world head impact rotational kinematics into triangulated rotational acceleration profiles. As it regularly samples the input-output response hypersurface, parametric investigations of important kinematic variables become straightforward as their relationships are directly embedded in an implicit functional form. 46 This superior computational efficiency comes at the cost of simplifying impact kinematic profiles into idealized shapes. Initially, the pcBRA strain estimation accuracy was validated using two sagittal, resultant rotational impulses. 22 The close match relative to the directly simulated counterparts suggested potential of this technique for accurate, real-time strain estimation. However, the prior study was limited to uniaxial, one degree-of-freedom (1-DOF), acceleration-only rotations that were not representative of most field conditions.
In this study, we evaluate the pcBRA performance more systematically. This was facilitated by using impact kinematics from anthropomorphic test device (ATD) drop tests 31 as model inputs, as they simulate real-world injury scenarios with multiple drop locations common in TBI. In addition, we identified angular velocity profile shapes that required further improvement in profile simplification. Similarly to previous studies, 22 ,48 estimated brain strains from simplified profiles were compared with the directly simulated counterparts in both pattern and magnitude. Further, we investigated the correlations between injury metrics from estimated strains and baselines generated by directly simulating the actual profiles. These results do not inform how the pcBRA performs for real-world impacts or whether it indeed improves injury prediction performance over state-of-the-art kinematic injury metrics. This requires further investigation using real-world injury and non-injury cases. Nevertheless, they are important for further technique development and performance assessment using controlled dummy head impacts before its potential realworld applications in the future.
Further, our focus here in strain accuracy comparison does not directly address the critical question of how a sophisticated model can be used to bridge the gap between external head impacts and neurological assessment of TBI. Again, this requires accurate kinematic input as well as reliable clinical evaluation of injury (e.g., via quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG), 38 diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), 2, 33 and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 20 ) of a sizeable population to train the model, without which, the practical value of a computational model is rather limited. Nevertheless, if sufficiently accurate strains can be estimated in real-time, the pcBRA may accelerate the process of identifying the causal or correlative relationships between measured external head impacts, estimated tissue mechanical responses, observed neuroimaging and cognitive alterations, and diagnosed concussions in the real world. Ultimately, these efforts may widen the deployment of sophisticated head models for practical clinical applications in the future.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Worcester Head Injury Model (WHIM)
The Worcester Head Injury Model (WHIM; Fig. 1 ; previously known as the Dartmouth Head Injury Model (DHIM)) was used for impact simulation. Details of the WHIM mesh development, material property and boundary condition assignment, as well as validation performances were reported previously. 23, 24 Most recently, this model has also incorporated wholebrain tractography for injury analysis. 44, 45 Importantly, the WHIM validation against relative brainskull displacement and intracranial pressures from cadaveric impacts, as well as strain responses in a live human volunteer has achieved an overall ''good'' to ''excellent'' rating in terms of correlation scores based on Normalized Integral Square Error, as reported before. 23, 24 Pre-computed Brain Response Atlas (pcBRA)
The pcBRA is analogous to a non-linear mapping function between head impact kinematic parameters and brain strain responses. By simplifying impact kinematics and pre-computing the end-to-end mapping relationship, brain strains can be efficiently interpolated based on existing atlas solutions. The atlas was initially established by sampling four controlling parameters required to generate triangulated rotational acceleration impulses: peak acceleration magnitude (a p rot ), impulse duration (Dt), and azimuth (h) and elevation (a) angles of the rotational axis. 22 The sampling ranges of a p rot and Dt were determined by on-field measurements (1500-7500 rad/s 2 and 4-16 ms, respectively), while their sampling densities were determined empirically (750 rad/s 2 and 3 ms, respectively).
However, the pcBRA required an explicit impulse duration for interpolation, which may be challenging to determine in practice. Fortunately, for the sampled rotational impulse conditions corresponding to contact sports, varying the duration while maintaining an identical peak angular velocity did not significantly alter the strain magnitude for most part of the brain, 46 as similarly and independently observed before. 28 Therefore, we used a fixed impulse duration of 10 ms (average value in high school football head impacts 5 ) to sub-sample the 4D impact-strain response hypersurface into 3D using three independent parameters: peak angular velocity (v p rot ), and h and a angles, with 1521 (9 9 13 9 13) unique solutions ( Table 1) .
Head Angular Velocity Profiles
Head impact kinematics from helmeted head drop tests were used to simulate American football impacts. 31 A 50th percentile male head ATD was oriented in a net to induce free falls onto an aluminum plate at six locations (vertex, frontal, oblique, parietal, occipital, and facemask) and three heights (10, 60 , and 100, respectively). Each test configuration was performed three times, resulting in 54 six degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) linear acceleration and angular velocity (v rot ) profiles recorded in a body-fixed coordinate system. The profiles were transformed into a ground-fixed frame to isolate rotational kinematics for model input. As brain strains due to linear acceleration are negligible for the majority of the brain, 24, 43 only the transformed 3-DOFs v rot profiles were used.
The current pcBRA strategically samples angular accelerations/velocities most relevant to concussive and sub-concussive head impacts in contact sports to maximize its potential utility. 22 However, the recorded dummy head impacts captured v p rot ranging 2.6-36.0 rad/s, of which nearly half of the impacts (26 out of 54) were below the pcBRA sampling range (Table 1) . While the pcBRA sampling range could be easily expanded, these ''real-world'' impacts were only collected at a few discrete locations and heights. Therefore, to avoid ''extrapolation'' and to simulate ''arbitrary'' head rotations, we chose to randomly scale the impact data to be within the sampling range. Specifically, all components of each 3-DOF v rot profile FIGURE 1. The WHIM showing color-coded head exterior (a) and intracranial components (b). The model includes part of the spinal cord with an elastic membrane at the end to improve biofidelity in the inferior, 23 as it allows the spinal cord to move through the foramen magnum as observed in a live human study. 21 The x-, y-, and z-axes of the model coordinate system correspond to the posterior-anterior, right-left, and inferior-superior direction, respectively.
were scaled by a same random number so that the peak resultant magnitude was within the pcBRA sampling range. The resulting profile was further rotated about a random axis passing through the head center of gravity with a random magnitude (within 0°-90°). This was performed twice for each profile, leading to 108 v rot profiles (60 ms in duration). Their corresponding angular acceleration profiles were generated using a 5-point stencil approach (Fig. 2) .
Strain Estimation Using the pcBRA
Three key parameters were necessary to interpolate strain using the sub-sampled pcBRA: peak magnitude of resultant angular velocity, v p rot , and h and a angles. First, the largest peak of the resultant angular acceleration was identified. 22 The corresponding peak magnitude of resultant angular velocity, v p rot , was then determined. At its time of occurrence, the three corresponding orthogonal velocity components (v x , v y , and v z , respectively) were used to define an instantaneous rotational axis, ax ! , of which h and a angles were readily determined using four-quadrant inverse tangent (atan2d.m in Matlab):
This process is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The largest acceleration peak was used to aid the determination of v p rot because for some profiles, the maximum resultant angular velocity (x m ) during the entire impact may not correspond to v p rot (see Fig. 2 for impact to the oblique , which may or may not be the same as the maximum magnitudes of the angular velocity components, x x , x y , and x z (circles). The profile was simplified into triangulated acceleration (only shown as integrated velocity profiles for clarity; dark lines). When v rot reversed its direction, a biphasic v rot shape was also used (right; also see Fig. 6 in Results). region). Element-wise strains were then interpolated using a technique established before. 22 
Strain Estimation Using Biphasic Simplified Angular Velocity Profiles
The key to the potential success of the pcBRA technique is to identify unique patterns of head motion kinematic profiles and simplify them into idealized shapes to generate a large lookup table. 22, 48 Our previous effort focused on angular acceleration peaks, 22 as they have been typically reported in the literature. However, angular velocity is more predictive of rotation-induced brain strains. 24, 28, 40, 43, 48 Therefore, an important limitation of the previous pcBRA, because of the reported impact kinematic profiles available, was that it captured angular acceleration only but not deceleration that would always present in real-world impacts. 22 Therefore, when substantial deceleration occurred, e.g., when v rot reversed its directionality, the pcBRA may not yield sufficiently accurate estimate.
For these impacts, a more sophisticated shape simplification was also implemented. First, the dominant v rot component along the three major axes was identified, whose magnitude was the largest at the time when v p rot was reached. The directionality of v rot was said to have reversed if the dominant component crossed zero in magnitude. This occurred in 36 of the 108 head impacts, most of which (89%) were impacts to the frontal and vertex regions. These profiles were further idealized into a biphasic v rot shape, according to the following pseudo-algorithm (see Fig. 2 ''frontal'' for illustration):
Step Effectively, this process generated a 40 ms biphasic v rot profile (20 ms in each of the two v rot shapes) rotating about the same axis but in opposite directions. Four independent parameters were necessary to characterize the idealized profile: v
rot , as well as h and a angles. These simplified v rot profiles were then used as inputs for model simulations.
The directly simulated brain strains (e actual ) using the actual 3-DOF v rot profiles were used to benchmark the accuracy of the estimated counterparts (e est ). For profiles with v rot reversal in directionality, e est obtained from simulating idealized biphasic v rot profiles were also used. Pearson correlations were conducted between element-wise e est and e actual to compare their spatial distributions. A fitting slope from linear regression was also used to indicate an overall over-or under-estimation in magnitude (slope above or below 1.0, respectively, with a zero-intercept).
Performance Evaluation in Injury Metrics
Characterizing the performance of e est -based injury metrics was important to assess its potential for realworld applications. Two commonly used, strain-based injury metrics were derived from e est and e actual , respectively: peak maximum principal strain (e p ) and CSDM.
14 The comparison was conducted in four ROIs (cerebrum, cerebellum, brainstem, and the corpus callosum) and the whole brain. To avoid potential numerical issues, e p was determined as the element-wise 95th percentile peak response.
14 For CSDM, a range of strain thresholds were enumerated (0.05-0.25, with a step size of 0.05). For each injury metric, linear regression across all of the simulated impacts was conducted between the e est -and e actual -derived metrics with a zerointercept constraint, from which a coefficient of determination (R 2 ) was obtained. Result for the CSDM was only reported at the threshold of 0.1, as its R 2 was the highest.
The e est -based injury metrics were further compared with two other commonly used kinematic metrics: maximum magnitude of resultant angular velocity (x m ) and acceleration (a m ), as well as a recent metric, BrIC. 40 BrIC was selected because it was one of the 15 kinematic metrics that correlated the strongest with the directly simulated brain strains in diverse automotive impact conditions.
14 BrIC is formulated using the maximum magnitudes of three orthogonal head angular velocity components, x x , x y , and x z in a body-fix coordinate system, regardless of their time of occurrence:
where x xc , x yc , and x zc are critical velocity values corresponding to a 50% injury probability along the three major axes. The critical values depend on the FE model employed and the injury dataset utilized. The original critical values were derived from simulating kinematics data scaled from 67 animal brain injury experiments using SIMon to characterize the probability of AIS 4+ injures in humans. 40 As the pcBRA was established to characterize the likelihood of concussion (corresponding to an injury level of AIS 2+ 40 ) or sub-concussive injury in contact sports, these critical values were not applicable here.
Instead, we adopted the following approach to determine the critical values based on the reconstructed NFL injury dataset, 37 as employed with the KTH model recently. 16 Briefly, the WHIM was used to simulate 58 reconstructed head impacts (25 concussions and 33 noninjury cases). 48 The resulting 95th percentile peak maximum principal strains (i.e., e p ) were used to fit a logistic regression against the corresponding binary concussion statuses. This led to an e p threshold of 0.29 for a 50% probability of concussion (comparable to 0.26 found in the gray matter in another study 29 ). Full-stop idealized v rot profiles adopted in the original BrIC study 40 with varying magnitudes (18-37.5 rad/s, based on the pcBRA sampling range) were used to simulate sagittal, coronal and axial rotations. For each direction, the critical velocity value was obtained when e p reached the threshold previously identified. They were 30.4, 35.6, and 23.5 rad/s for x xc , x yc , and x zc , respectively.
Data Analysis
For each impact, the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) as well as the slope and coefficient of determination (k and R 2 , respectively) from e est to e actual linear regression were reported (both r and R 2 were reported, as the regressions were constrained). The two strains were also compared by linearly regressing their corresponding e p and CSDM 0.1 . The resulting R 2 was further compared with that obtained by linearly regressing kinematic injury metrics and the baselines from e actual . Statistical significance was reached when p < 0.05.
Simulating a 60 ms impact using Abaqus/Explicit (Version 2016; Dassault Syste`mes, France) typically required 30 min on a 12-CPU Linux cluster (Intel Xeon E5-2680v2, 2.80 GHz, 128 GB memory). Strains were reported at a temporal resolution of 1 ms, which required an additional 9 min to generate element-wise cumulative strains (single threaded). In contrast, strain interpolation was real-time (<0.01 s) with GPU acceleration (NVidia Quadro K620, 384 cores, 2 GB memory). All data analyses were conducted in MATLAB (R2016b; Mathworks, Natick, MA).
RESULTS
Representative strain-encoded coronal images from e est were compared with directly simulated e actual at selected time points (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 ). Figure 3 shows results for the case with the highest element-wise correlation, r (achieved at the end of the impact; corresponding to an impact to the facemask). e actual continued to evolve after reaching v p rot , especially in the central region (Figs. 3e, 3f ). Despite deceleration (Fig. 3c ) that led to decrease in v rot magnitude (Fig. 3b) , e est closely matched with e actual in both pattern (r of 0.99) and magnitude (k of 1.06).
For the case with the largest over-estimation (k and R 2 of 1.30 and 0.85, respectively; also corresponding to an impact to the facemask; Fig. 4 ), the two strains had a similar pattern (r of 0.91; Fig. 4h ). Although a single major peak was apparent in the v rot profile (Fig. 4b) , two major positive acceleration peaks occurred consecutively (Fig. 4c) . The observed strain over-estimation was similar to that found in NFL impact simulations. 48 For the case with the lowest element-wise correlation that also had the greatest under-estimation at the end of impact based on the pcBRA (corresponding to an impact to the vertex; Fig. 5 ), it was intriguing to observe that e est closely matched with e actual immediately after reaching v p rot (13.8 ms after onset; r, k and R 2 of 0.96, 1.02 and 0.93, respectively). The secondary peak reversed the v rot directionality (Fig. 5b) and significantly amplified strains, which substantially degraded the e est -e actual match at the end of impact (r, k, and R 2 reduced to 0.71, 0.65, and 0.56, respectively). However, when using a biphasic v rot shape to better approximate the profile, the resulting e est -e actual match substantially improved (r, k, and R 2 improved to 0.92, 0.86, and 0.85, respectively; Fig. 6 ).
The estimated strain, e est , was considered sufficiently accurate when r between element-wise strains was above 0.9 while k was between 0.9 and 1.1. Pooling together results from all impacts (Fig. 7) , 57 out of the 108 or 53% cases were sufficiently accurate using e est from the pcBRA. For cases considered to have a single major v rot peak without reversal in directionality (72 cases), nearly all of them (70 or 97%) had an r value greater than 0.9. However, poor accuracy was also evident for the other 36 impacts that had a reversal in v rot directionality (average r, k and R 2 of 0.80 ± 0.06, 0.80 ± 0.08, and 0.68 ± 0.06, respectively, with ranges of 0.71-0.90, 0.65-0.95, and 0.56-0.80, respectively). Nevertheless, with a biphasic v rot simplification, the estimation accuracy for these cases was significantly improved, as half of these cases (50%) were now considered sufficiently accurate ( Fig. 6 ; average r, k and R 2 of 0.92 ± 0.03, 0.95 ± 0.07, and 0.85 ± 0.05, respectively, with ranges of 0.84-0.96, 0.86-1.06, and 0.74-0.92, respectively). Taken together, e est was found to be sufficiently accurate for 74 out of the 108 or 69% cases, when a subset of cases utilized a biphasic v rot simplification scheme.
With acceleration-only profile simplification, e est -derived e p and CSDM 0.1 correlated with those from e actual stronger than those between kinematic metrics and the baselines, for the whole-brain and cerebrum (Fig. 8) . The biphasic profile simplification further improved the correlations for e est -derived metrics, especially in the corpus callosum. They were stronger than all kinematic metrics, regardless of the ROI (R 
DISCUSSION
Developing and deploying an effective, tissue response-based injury metric as opposed to solely relying on impact kinematics may have a profound implication for the detection, diagnosis, and prevention of brain injury. Although strain-based metrics already exist, they remain infeasible for large-scale, real-world applications because of the substantial computational cost involved in model simulations. A pre-computed brain response atlas (pcBRA) may have the potential to resolve this well-known sophistication-vs.-efficiency dilemma, 17 particularly for those in contact sports due Note that e actual immediately after the first angular velocity peak before reversing its direction (f; boxed) matched well with e est (r, k and R 2 of 0.96, 1.02 and 0.93, respectively). However, the match degraded significantly (g and h) due to the secondary peak in v rot (arrow) that reversed the directionality.
to their similar kinematic characteristics within the participants. 6, 8 In this study, we significantly extended an earlier evaluation on its accuracy in more realistic, full 6-DOF head impacts from dummy head drop tests.
Based on results from 108 impact simulations, we found that estimates from pcBRA (e est ) could be sufficiently accurate compared to the directly simulated (e actual ) in both distribution pattern and magnitude FIGURE 7. Summary of Pearson correlation coefficient and slope from constrained linear regression between element-wise e est and e actual for the 108 impacts. Cases 1, 2, and 3 are those with the highest r (Fig. 3) , the greatest over-estimation (Fig. 4) , and the lowest r that also had the greatest under-estimation (Fig. 5) , respectively. Most cases with a reversal in v rot directionality yielded a poor accuracy using the pcBRA, but were significantly improved with a biphasic v rot simplification (''*'' moved to ''+''), as illustrated by the pair labeled ''3'' with circles. In total, e est (directly from pcBRA or estimated from a biphasic simplification for cases with v rot reversal in directionality) was considered sufficiently accurate for 74 out of the 108 (69%) cases. ) between e est -derived injury metrics (using either pcBRA based on acceleration-only profile simplification, or with further augmentation by a biphasic simplification for a subset of impacts), e p (a) and CSDM (b), and the baselines from e actual for all impacts simulated, along with correlations between selected kinematic injury metrics and the baselines. when a single v rot peak dominated (Fig. 3) . Most of these cases (97% or 70 out of 72) had a correlation coefficient greater than 0.9, suggesting an excellent e este actual match in distribution pattern. Impacts to the facemask appeared to present some unique kinematic characteristics, inducing considerable over-estimation (i.e., k > 1.1) for some profiles (but not all, see cases in Figs. 3 and 4) . In contrast, significant under-estimation occurred for impacts with v rot reversal in directionality (most of which were impacts to the frontal and vertex regions; Fig. 5 ). With a biphasic v rot profile simplification, however, the estimation accuracy was substantially improved in both distribution pattern and magnitude (Fig. 6) , for all of the cases identified (Fig. 7) .
With the augmented v rot profile simplification strategy (i.e., with a subset of impacts parameterized into a biphasic v rot shape), both of the e est -derived metrics, e p and CSDM 0.1 , correlated with the e actual -derived baselines stronger than BrIC, maximum magnitude of resultant angular velocity (x m ) and acceleration (a m ), regardless of the ROI, and by a large margin (Fig. 8) . For example, R 2 for e p and CSDM 0.1 in the whole-brain were 0.93 and 0.94 using e est -derived metrics, and they were 0.75 and 0.65 for BrIC. The superior performance was also evident for the corpus callosum (e p : 0.90 vs. 0.64 for BrIC; CSDM 0.1 : 0.91 vs. 0.47 for BrIC).
These correlation comparisons were particularly encouraging, even though e est was considered sufficiently accurate for only 69% (74 of the 108) of the cases (Fig. 7) . This was, in part, because we have adopted a more conservative and stringent accuracy criterion that considered both element-wise strain distribution and magnitude. In contrast, scalar metrics, such as e p and CSDM, do not consider strain distribution or pattern.
Regardless, the biphasic v rot simplification scheme employed a fixed duration for both idealized peaks and assumed the head to rotate about the same rotational axis in opposite directions, which may not be true in real-world impacts. However, this was a calculated trade-off between technique simplicity/feasibility and response accuracy (i.e., less vs. more characterizing parameters). The simplification scheme only required identification of the two peak angular velocities, which appeared straightforward. Likely, this would simplify the idealization of realworld impact profiles, as some of the parameters may be difficult to determine without ambiguity (e.g., duration 48 ). The different idealized profile shapes (an acceleration-only peak, 22 a single full-stop v rot peak as in Ref. 40 , or biphasic peaks in this study) may serve as the basic building blocks to approximate real-world impact kinematics for an expanded pcBRA in the future.
Certainly, further study is necessary to determine how best to simplify real-world impact profiles into these half-, single-, or biphasic profiles, which likely will also depend on the specific impact data available (e.g., whether or not head deceleration is captured in the first place). In extreme cases when such profile idealization becomes infeasible for truly arbitrary head rotations with no apparent pattern (e.g., potentially, for head impacts in automotive crashes), a pcBRA may still be constructed, by using angular velocity profiles to sample the maximum change in angular velocity in the three orthogonal directions. This is conceptually analogous to BrIC 40 or RVCI, 42 but with an added benefit of directly using an actual model to pre-compute brain responses, rather than relying on an empirical formula to indirectly infer the strain level. It awaits further investigation how, even this degenerated pcBRA, would compare with other state-of-the-art kinematic injury metrics in real-world applications.
Nevertheless, systematically probing the response ''perturbation'' may also improve accuracy and lead to a ''second-order'' approximation via compensation. 48 However, this will likely require a large number of temporally accurate real-world impact profiles for training. Inevitably, this places burden on head impact sensors that, at present, only focus on the accuracy of peak magnitude in resultant angular acceleration or velocity, but not yet on its temporal accuracy.
1,3
Kinematic Injury Metrics
For both e p and CSDM 0.1 , x m correlated with the baseline strain injury metrics better than a m , regardless of the ROI (with an exception of CSDM in the cerebellum; Fig. 8b ). This confirmed that angular velocity may be more predictive of brain strains than angular acceleration 28, 48 for the impacts we used. In addition, we found that x m and BrIC largely had a comparable correlation performance with respect to the baseline strain injury metrics for the whole brain or cerebrum. For BrIC and x m , the R 2 values for the whole brain were largely comparable to those obtained in diverse automotive impacts, 14 ranging approximately 0.6-0.8. However, R 2 values for a m here were somewhat lower (e.g.,~0.5 vs.~0.5-0.7 in the latter study). Potential contributors to the observed discrepancies included head model differences, different strain threshold for CSDM (0.1 here vs. 0.25), possibly different impact kinematic characteristics between ATD drop tests and those in diverse automotive head impacts, and the filtering and differentiation methods used to generate angular acceleration.
Biomechanics of Rotation-Induced Brain Strains
Linear acceleration alone generates little strain for the majority of the brain. 24 A poor correlation is expected between linear acceleration or its derivatives and brain strain-based metrics.
14 Therefore, we chose to isolate head rotational kinematics for model input and subsequent strain analysis. However, it must be recognized that linear and rotational kinematics, when typically prescribed in a body-fixed coordinate system, 25 are co-dependent rather than independent to each other. Therefore, it was necessary to transform impact kinematics into a ground-fixed frame first before isolating the two kinematic components for model input, 19, 47 especially for long-duration impacts to avoid accumulated error.
It was intriguing to observe that the cumulative strains continued to evolve especially in the central region even after the resultant angular velocity already reached its peak (subfigures (e) and (f) in Figs. 3 and 5) . This was because of the time delay for the shear deformation emanating from the rotating rigid-body skull to reach the central brain. While angular velocity was the main driver for brain strains, angular acceleration that was directly related to v rot profile ''shapes'', did induce perturbation to brain strain as well. This was consistent with recent findings on the significance of v rot profile shapes on brain strain uncertainty. 48 
Head Injury Models for Real-World Clinical Applications
The ultimate goal of a computational head injury model is to facilitate clinical evaluation of the risk and severity of brain injury. Most biomechanical studies have so far focused on identifying the ''best'' injury predictor to assess the probability of the occurrence of a binary injury. 7, 14, 16, 18, 26, 27, 29, 32, 40, 44 There is a large gap of knowledge on how external head impacts, through induced brain responses at the time of impact, are related to subsequent, specific neurological disorder and injury severity often observed at a later time in the clinic. The symptoms are presumably a result of aggregated injury to specific brain ROIs, functionally important neural tracts, and/or the underlying structural and functional networks of the brain. 4 Establishing the causal or correlative relationships between the various aspects of TBI requires a systems approach. 4, 23 Unfortunately, most biomechanical head injury models incorporate generic regions of the brain but not yet targeted ROIs or the structural basis for brain function that is available from advanced neuroimaging (except, perhaps, for limited work incorporating whole-brain tractography 15, 44, 45 and Cumulative Head Impact Index, CHII 35 ); however, like other empirically derived kinematic metrics, they do not inform how tissue deforms. Further, they do not consider time interval between head impacts that are considered important as well. These observations highlight current limitations in TBI biomechanics studies.
While our current work does not address how TBI biomechanics correlates to clinical observations of real-world injury, the high-throughput strain estimation pipeline it attempts to establish may be important to enable future studies to explore such relationships more efficiently. This may be especially useful for contact sports that involve repetitive head impacts for each player (hundreds or more) and when studying a large athletic population. Head models will likely continue to evolve with more advanced features and sophistication 17 to meet the challenges of answering the important clinical questions. However, this will also likely degrade the model simulation efficiency, significantly. 45 In such a scenario, the pcBRA real-time model simulation framework may become even more important and valuable to facilitate future TBI studies.
LIMITATIONS
First, the accuracy of the estimation scheme reported in this study, albeit encouraging, were for helmeted dummy head impacts in the context of simulated American football. 31 Further investigation especially for its application in real-world impact cases merits further exploration. Nevertheless, our current study was an important stepping-stone towards accelerating the process of assessing the effectiveness of tissue response-based injury metrics for improved injury prediction in large-scale, real-world applications in the future.
Second, we have only selected a few rotation-based kinematic injury metrics for comparison (3 here vs. 15 metrics in Ref. 14) . This was because a poor correlation was expected between brain strains and metrics derived from linear acceleration. However, we did not compare with other rotation-based metrics such as RIC, PRHIC, 26 and RVCI, 42 which were found to be slightly inferior or comparable to BrIC.
14 Regardless, these kinematic injury metrics have been typically tuned for binary injury prediction for the whole brain. As the pcBRA could perform well in both magnitude and distribution (Fig. 3) , this technique may have the potential to enable developing metrics in more targeted regions (e.g., corpus callosum; Fig. 8 ) to assess the risk and severity of brain injury, when there is such a need in the future.
Finally, the ability to augment the profile simplification scheme was only demonstrated in limited impact conditions relevant to contact sports. Future studies are necessary to assess the capability of scaling the pcBRA in expanded impact conditions such as automotive crashes.
CONCLUSION
Our study demonstrated that the previously established pre-computed brain response atlas (pcBRA) based on simplified acceleration-only profiles could achieve sufficient estimation accuracy relative to the directly simulated counterpart, especially when a single major angular velocity peak dominated. For impacts with substantial deceleration that reversed velocity directionality, a biphasic simplification strategy was also implemented to improve estimation accuracy. Injury metrics based on estimated strains correlated with the baselines from directly simulated responses stronger than all other kinematic injury metrics considered, regardless of the brain region, and by a large margin, for dummy head impacts. These findings further support the feasibility of the pcBRA technique for accurate strain estimation and in real time. The idealized profile shapes may serve as the basic building blocks for an expanded pcBRA in the future.
